BONEK ANAK (Studi Deskriptif Tentang Suporter Anak Usia Sekolah Pendukung Persebaya Surabaya)

Abstrak :

ABSTRACT

Football is the most popular sport in the world. This sport is played in many countries, including Indonesia. It can not be separated from the supporters or fans that called supporter. Every team has the supporters with the unique ephitet, such as Persebaya who have supporters named Bonek. No specific limited of age to be a Bonek, so that many children or students can become a member of Bonek.

This study aims to determine the factors of influence a child's behavior as Bonek in the supporting to Persebaya. Researcher make use of the theory of socialization media or agent of socialization, fanaticism, and theories of children. The method used in this research is the descriptive qualitative with the snowball sampling technique. The data is collected by indepth interview.

The conclusion of this research are the informant be a Bonek is due to the invitation of the family and playmates. The child Bonek also has a loving for Persebaya.
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